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ABSTRACT
Massh! is an online music software, which enables users to
use any portions (i.e., loops) of sound data found on the
Internet and mix them to make their own versions of songs
(i.e., Mashup). Mashups made on this system can be also
published as ”blueprints” containing descriptions enough to
reproduce the same result on other users’ computers. Its dis-
tinctive visual user interface also provides highly interactive
user experience, so that people with little music knowledge
and experience can join the creative process of making mu-
sic.
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1. INTRODUCTION
”A mash-up is a song created out of pieces of two or more
songs”[4]. Mashup has been getting popular as various types
of consumer generated media (CGM) emerged. One of the
reasons why mashup gained such popularity is the fact that
music is ubiquitous on the Internet. Now, the Internet itself
is a huge jukebox. If we take it for granted, can we propose
a new form of music and/or a new way of enjoying it in
Web 2.0 era? Massh! is an experimental software project to
tackle this question and try to foster a new music culture,
in which any music lovers can join the creative process of
making music.

2. DESCRIPTION AND USAGE SCENARIO
Massh! consists of a database server and Java-based client,
which runs on any Java-compatible browsers. The server
stores information of loops found and tagged by users (e.g.,
URL of sound data, starting point and duration of loop). It
also stores blueprints of mashup created by users (e.g., IDs
of loops used in mashup). No actual sound data is stored in
our database.
Once the client is loaded, users can start with a query on our
database or browse the list of loops. When the user selects
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a loop, a portion of song will be loaded from the original
location of the sound file. Once loaded, the loop is time-
stretched to be played in sync with master tempo. Those
loops are graphically represented on the screen.
Loaded loops can now form a group (i.e. mix), which are
played in sync with each other and can be triggered by a
single trigger. These groups can be made and deleted by
simple mouse gestures. To form a group, users can simply
draw an enclosing circle around loops, which the new mix is
composed of. Contrary, a ”slash”over the group removes the
group under the mouse. Now these groups can be connected
with arrows, so that the groups are played in the order de-
fined by the arrows to make progressions in music.
If the initial loop search gives no result back, users can now
turn into sound search engines on the Internet integrated
into Massh! interface. Once a target song is found, sound
data is loaded onto built-in waveform editor. Then, users
are asked to find interesting loops (often refered as ”breaks”),
which he/she wants to use in his/her mashup, with the aid
of automatic tempo estimation[1]. Found loops are stored
into our loop database with arbitrary additional tags.
Once a user made an interesting mashup, he/she can name
and publish it on our mashup database. These mashups
are shared and the possibility of making mashup of other
mashups (meta-mashup) is left for other users.

3. RELATED WORKS
Our previous work realized collaborative DJ mix in real time
using a central streaming server and client softwares[3]. Mu-
sic Mosaic Generator also focuses on sharing ”recipes” of
mashup in stead of recorded sound data, but it requires a
standalone software and only handles files stored in local
computer[2]. These systems seem similar to mine, however,
they clearly aim different targets and situations.
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